The natural heritage

Scamandre Regional Nature Reserve

This essentially Mediterranean reserve is remarkable in its biodiversity. A network of remarkable bird routes and coastal nature reserves is also worth seeing. This is a region of coniferous forests, deciduous woodland, dunes and wetlands. It is home to many species, such as the chameleon and the hermit crabs. There is an impressive diversity of medicinal plants.

Domaine de la Pâissade

Here, too, the Camargue's wildlife is emblematic, and the park is as rich as the region. The smiling environment provides a remarkable habitat for many species, including rare birds, reptiles, amphibians, and mammals. It is a beautifully preserved park, and the visitors are the ones who make it happen. A day in the park is like a day in paradise.

The Higuerolles marshes, a National Nature Reserve

This typically Mediterranean wetland is exceptional. It is home to many rare species, including the golden oriole, the common kingfisher, and the common frog. The park is open to the public, and the visitors are happy to share their knowledge.

The Font d'Aigoule bird park

In the heart of the park, you can observe some of the most beautiful birds in the world, including the peregrine falcon, the osprey, and the black stork. The park is also home to a beautiful butterfly garden.

The cultural heritage

La Gacholle lighthouse

One of the starting points for a tour of the sea, the Gacholle lighthouse is a popular destination for tourists. But be careful, it is not safe. The lighthouse is accessible via a trail, but it is not recommendable. The path includes steep cliffs, and is not suitable for people with disabilities.

La Capeïère

Here, in natural landscapes, you will discover the face of the Camargue and its unique biodiversity, and in touch with the natural world. The park is open to the public, and the visitors are welcome to come and enjoy the beauty of the natural world.

Musée de la Camargue

The museum is dedicated to the Camargue's history and culture. It is a place to discover the history and culture of the region, and to learn about the unique landscapes and wildlife of the Camargue.

Some of the Camargue's animals

The Château d'Avignon

This castle is a symbol of the region's history and culture. It is a place to discover the history of the region, and to learn about the unique landscapes and wildlife of the Camargue.

Musée du Riz

This museum is dedicated to the history and culture of the Camargue's rice industry. It is a place to discover the history of the region, and to learn about the unique landscapes and wildlife of the Camargue.

Tour Saint Louis

This tower provides an exceptional view of the marshes, including the famous salt marshes. It is a place to discover the history of the region, and to learn about the unique landscapes and wildlife of the Camargue.

The Camargue's plants

There is a group of different species, such as the yellow iris, the common figwort, and the common cotton grass. These species are essential for the Camargue's ecosystem, and they are a unique feature of the region.

Beaches and reed beds, rice and wheat, the salt ponds and the Mediterranean - the Camargue Regional Nature Park is multifarious.

It is also famous for its citrus fruits, especially the Camargue oranges. These fruits are a major part of the region's economy and culture.
The Camargue is a large wetland in the Rhône delta. It is exceptionally diverse in its flora and fauna, its scenery, and the culture of Provence in all its historical grandeur.

Whether you are interested in nature or in the traditions of the Camargue, we can give you the information you need to appreciate the park, deciding in mind its vastness.

Visiting museums or natural features, between the sea and the pools, on foot or on horseback, following the tourist routes or relaxing on the beach – you can organise your visit according to your preferences, while also respecting the quality of your surroundings.

Local professionals work with the « Parc naturel régional » label
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